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Some New Large Compound Graphs
C. DELORME† AND J. GO´MEZ
This paper deals with some new constructions of large (1, D) graphs, i.e., graphs with maximum
degree 1 and diameter D and many vertices. Most constructions presented here are based on the
compound graphs technique. The basic idea of compound graphs consists of connecting together
several copies of a given graph according to the structure of another one.
Using a variation on this classical theme, we build some new large graphs and some new large
bipartite graphs. We will also apply the method of vertex duplication to improve some entries in the
tables of known large bipartite graphs.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. INTRODUCTION
The (1, D) problem consists of finding large (1, D) graphs. This problem has received,
and continues to receive, special attention because of its implications in the design of inter-
communication networks. For a survey about interconnection networks, see, for example, the
paper of Feng [11].
It is well known that interconnection networks can be modelled by graphs. For the concepts
and definitions about graphs, we refer the reader to the book of Chartrand and Lesniak [6].
The vertices of the graph represent the processors or nodes of the network and the edges
represent the links between them. The distance between two vertices then represents the delay
encountered in shortest path communications between the corresponding nodes, while the
diameter of the graph measures the maximum possible delay. The degree of a vertex is the
number of vertices it is connected to.
Three of the most important requirements involved in the topology of communication net-
works are:
1. low number of links connected to each node;
2. minimum diameter;
3. number of nodes as large as possible.
An important graph-theoretical problem derived from these requirements is the (1, D)
graph problem. It consists of finding large graphs, that is, graphs with as many vertices as
possible, for given values of the maximum degree 1 and of the diameter D.
The order N , or number of vertices, of a graph with maximum degree 1 ≥ 3 and diameter
D is easily bounded:
N ≤ 1+1+1(1− 1)+1(1− 1)2 + · · · +1(1− 1)D−1. (1)
The right-hand side is called the Moore bound, and it is known that when D > 1 it can be
attained only for D = 2 and 1 = 3, 7 or possibly 57 (see [1] or [7]). Hence the interest in
finding graphs with a large order, as close as possible to the Moore bound.
No universal method of construction of (1, D) graphs is known. The most important tech-
niques to construct these graphs are:
• products (see, for instance, [8]);
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• graphs on alphabets (see, for instance, [3] and [15]);
• computer search (see, for instance, [10]);
• addition or duplication of vertices ([9]);
• compound graphs ([2, 12, 14, 17, 18]);
• generalized compound graphs ([13]).
The (1, D) problem for bipartite graphs has also been studied ([4]).
The technique of compound graphs consists of connecting together local graphs with a
limited amount of links to obtain a large graph with moderate diameter. In this paper, we
present new compound graphs which have good routings. Besides, some of them improve
entries in the tables of large known (1, D) graphs and (1, D) bipartite graphs.
2. THE MAIN CONSTRUCTION
We use here the following extension of the basic idea. Let G be a graph of diameter D,
maximum degree 1 and order n. Let X i be a collection of m subsets of the vertex set of G.
We suppose that all these X i have the same number of vertices, that each vertex lies in at most
δ of these subsets and that each vertex v of G is at distance at most d of each set X i , that is,
some vertex of X i is at distance at most d from v.
Then we connect m + 1 disjoint copies of G. For each pair G ′, G ′′ of distinct copies of G a
set X ′ is chosen among the X i ’s in G ′ and a set X ′′ is chosen among the X i ’s of G ′′, such that
each set X i in each copy of G is associated to some other copy of G. Then for each pair G ′,
G ′′, we put a matching between the corresponding sets X ′ and X ′′.
LEMMA 1. The graph obtained by the construction above has maximum degree at most
(1+ δ), order n(m + 1) and diameter at most D + d + 1.
PROOF. Let x and y be vertices of the compound graph. If they lie in the same copy of G,
their distance is at most D; if x is in a copy G ′ and y is in another copy G ′′, we have the set
X ′ ⊂ G ′ connected to the set X ′′ ⊂ G ′′. There is a vertex u at distance at most d from x in
X ′, u is connected to a vertex v in X ′′ and the distance between v and y is at most D. 2
2.1. Example. Here G is the 6-cycle. Thus n = 6, D = 3 and 1 = 2. In G we define three
sets X i , namely the three pairs of opposite vertices. Then we have m = 3, δ = 1 and d = 1.
The resulting graph has diameter at most 5, degree 3 and order 24; the diameter is in fact
only 4. Moreover, with the choice given in Figure 1, the resulting graph is bipartite.
This reduction of the diameter can be generalized in the following way.
LEMMA 2. If there is an isomorphism α : G ′ → G ′′ that sends X ′ to X ′′ when these two
sets are to be connected by a matching, and we choose the matching made from the edges
{x, α(x)} between X ′ and X ′′, then the diameter of the compound graph is D′ + 1, where D′
is the maximum taken over all pairs of vertices (x, y) in G of the minimum length of paths
going from x to y and meeting a given set X.
PROOF. If two vertices of the compound graph are in the same copy, their distance is at
most D. Otherwise, let α be an isomorphism from G ′ to G ′′ sending X ′ to X ′′. We have a path
in G ′′ connecting α(x) to y going through z ∈ X ′′, with length ≤ D′. We take the inverse
image under α of the path from α(x) to z, that is, a path of the same length from x to α−1(z)
in G ′, then the edge from α−1(z) to z, then the path from z to y in G ′′. 2
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FIGURE 1. A compound graph on four hexagons.
FIGURE 2. A good labelling of K6.
2.2. Example. Here is another example where the obtained diameter is lower than the bound
given by the easy procedure that gives paths between vertices. We take six copies of a Petersen
graph. Each vertex of the copies is labelled by a pair of letters from {a, b, c, d, e} in the usual
way: adjacent vertices correspond to disjoint pairs of letters.
Each pair of copies is given a label that is one of the five letters, so that each letter appears
on the five pairs containing a given copy. We connect vertices with the same label in two
copies if the label of the pair of copies appears in the label. So the sets X i are the stable sets
on four vertices in the copies, and d = 1, and each vertex lies in two sets X i , that is δ = 2.
The new graph has 60 vertices, degree 5, and a diameter at most 4. However the (essentially
unique) choice of the labels on pairs of copies represented in Figure 2 gives an actual diameter
of 3 only.
This labelling corresponds to a partition of the edges of K6 into five matchings. A similar
construction can be carried for any K2n : it is possible to partition the edges of K2n into 2n−1
matchings.
2.3. Example. Here G is the odd graph with degree 4 and 35 vertices, and diameter 3. Its
vertices are the triples of points in a set of seven points. Adjacency corresponds to disjoint
triples, and vertices at distance 3 correspond to triples having exactly one point in common.
The graph G contains a subset of seven vertices mutually at distance 3, namely the seven lines
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FIGURE 3. Connecting two copies.
of a Fano structure on the seven points (thus each vertex is either adjacent or equal to one
of these seven vertices). The sets X i are the neighbourhoods of these vertices. Each vertex
is then at a distance at most 2 from each set X i and lies in at most one such set. In other
words, d = 2 and δ = 1; connecting eight copies of G then gives a graph with 280 vertices,
maximum degree 5, diameter at most 6.
2.4. Example. We may take advantage of vertices with a low degree. Let G be the general-
ized quadrangle with degrees 3 and 5; it is bipartite with 45 vertices of degree 3 in one stable
component and 27 vertices of degree 5 in the other one, girth 8 and diameter 4.
It can be built as the incidence graph of the 45 points and 27 lines of the projective variety
on the field on four elements with equation
∑4
i=1 T 3i = 0 in the projective three-dimensional
space. It is possible to build sets X of nine vertices of degree 3 (or points) such that each
vertex of degree 5 (or line) is adjacent to some vertex of X , any vertex being thus at a distance
at most 2 from X . Indeed the four sets of nine points, intersections of the variety with the
hyperplanes of equation Ti = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 have this property. Moreover each point of the
variety lies in at most two of these four sets. Hence we may connect five copies of G to obtain
a graph of maximum degree 5, with 360 vertices and diameter at most 7.
2.5. Example. In the same vein, we can consider the subdivision of the Petersen graph,
it is bipartite with 10 vertices of degree 3 and 15 vertices of degree 2. These ones can be
partitioned in five sets of three vertices at mutual distance 6. Each vertex is at a distance at
most 3 from these sets. We may connect six copies of the graph with links matching these
sets, and we obtain a graph of degree 3, order 150 and diameter at most 10. Indeed a closer
inspection of the distances inside the copies shows that the diameter is only 7.
3. AN EXTENSION
Instead of connecting all pairs of copies of G by matchings, we may connect only some
pairs, thus building a connection graph H whose vertices are copies of G and whose edges
are the matchings between copies. This graph may have degree m, diameter DH , and order
nH . It then represents a graph of order nH n, degree at most 1 + δ and diameter at most
D + DH (d + 1).
3.1. Example. We can assemble 10 hexagons along a Petersen graph, with each edge of the
Petersen representing two edges that connect opposite vertices in the two hexagons. Thus we
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have a graph on 60 vertices, bipartite, of degree 3 and diameter at most 7 (in fact the diameter
is only 6).
4. USING STABLES IN SOME POWER OF A GRAPH
If we have a graph with diameter D ≥ 2L + 1, we can build a set S0 of p ≥ 2 vertices
with mutual distances ≥ 2L + 1, and then the p sets X i are the spheres of radius L centred
on vertices of S0. (The sphere centred on x with radius r is the set of vertices at distance r
from x .) Then each vertex y is at distance at most D − L from each set X i , and the sets X i
are disjoint. If y is at distance M ≥ L from xi , then a shortest path from y to xi meets the
sphere X i at a point at distance M − L ≤ D − L from y; on the other hand, if the distance
is ≤ L − 1, let us consider another sphere X j ; then the distance between y and x j is at least
L + 2, since the distance between xi and x j is ≥ 2L + 1; a shortest path from y to x j meets
X i before meeting X j , thus the distance from y to X i is also ≤ D − L .
The sets X i have the same cardinality if the graph is sufficiently regular. If L = 1, the
regularity suffices; if L = 2, it is sufficient that the graph is regular and has girth ≥ 5.
4.1. Example. We have seen an example in the former section. Here is another one. The
graph on 20 vertices with degree 3 and diameter 3 contains five vertices with mutual dis-
tance 3. Their neighbourhoods cover the remaining 15 vertices. We can thus build a graph
with diameter ≤6, degree 4, having 120 vertices. This is no great achievement! But the algo-
rithm to build a path of moderate length between two given vertices is quite simple.
4.2. Bipartite graphs. We are now going to describe adaptations of this idea to bipartite
graphs.
Let G be a bipartite graph of diameter D ≥ 2L + 2. We take in G a set S0 of p ≥ 2 vertices
with mutual distances even and ≥2L + 2 and in the other stable component a set S1 of p
vertices with mutual distances even and ≥2L + 2. The sets X i are the union of a sphere of
radius L centred on a vertex of S0 and of a sphere of radius L centred on a vertex of S1. Thus
d is at most D − L − 1 (the proof is similar to the one at the beginning of this section).
We may connect sets X i by matchings that respect the bipartition, that is, the sphere centred
on a vertex in S0 in one copy is matched with the sphere centred on a vertex in S1 in the other
copy. The diameter of the resulting graph is then at most 2D − L . Moreover, this resulting
graph is bipartite.
We may also connect G ′ to G ′′ by two matchings, X ′1 − X ′′1 respecting the bipartition, and
X ′2 − X ′′2 reversing it, that is to say matching the sphere centred on a vertex in S0 (resp. S1)
in G ′ with the sphere centred on a vertex in S0 (resp. S1) in G ′′; thus the diameter is at most
2D − L − 1 at the cost of losing the bipartiteness.
This idea is borrowed from [12].
To illustrate these kinds of connections, we schematize the copies of G with ellipses, the
spheres with circles the matchings with pairs of lines. The connections for ordinary graphs,
and the connections between bipartite graphs giving bipartite and ordinary graphs appear from
right to left in Figure 3, with the resulting upper bounds for diameters.
5. USING GENERALIZED QUADRANGLES
Let G be a classical generalized quadrangle Q(q, q) (see [16] for more details). It is a
bipartite graph of degree q + 1, diameter 4 and order 2(q + 1)(q2 + 1). In one of the stable
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TABLE 1.
Graphs from Tutte–Coxeter.
Order Diameter Degree
390 = 30× 13 7 5 Bipartite
210 = 30× 7 6 5 Bipartite
120 = 30× 4 5 5
210 = 30× 7 5 7
components, it is possible to find a set S0 of q2+1 vertices with mutual distance 4. Moreover,
if q is a power of 2, then G admits a duality 8, that is an automorphism of the graph that
swaps the two stable components. From now on, this situation is assumed.
We can take q2 + 1 disjoint sets X i containing 2(q + 1) vertices, each one being the union
of a neighbourhood of a vertex of S0 and of its image by the duality 8, we build matchings
that respect the bipartition. Thus each vertex x is at distance at most 2 from some vertex in X i ,
since there is a path of length at most 3 from x to a vertex in S1 or to a vertex in S0, according
to the stable component containing x . Hence in this example we find m = q2 + 1, d = 2,
δ = 1. If the chosen matchings respect the bipartition (that is easy, it suffices that they connect
neighbours of vertices in S0 in one copy to neighbours of vertices in S1 in the other copy), this
gives bipartite graphs with 2(q2 + 2)(q + 1)(q2 + 1) vertices, diameter 7 and degree q + 2.
Instead of using a simple matching to connect a pair of X i , we may use two matchings, as
in [12], one respecting the bipartition, and one reversing it. We have a graph of diameter 6,
since the diameter of each copy is 4, and if x and y belong to different copies of G, there
exists a path of length at most 2 between x ∈ G ′ and some u1 in the set X ′1, and a path of
length at most 2 between x and some u2 in X ′2; there is a path of length at most 3 between y
in G ′′ and one of the two vertices in X ′′1 and X ′′2 connected to u1 and u2 by the two matchings
between G ′ and G ′′.
This graph has ( q
2+1
2 + 1)× 2(q + 1)(q2 + 1) vertices and maximum degree q + 2.
It is, of course, possible to use the sets X i more than once, or to use more than one pair of
sets S0, S1. Thus with a degree 1 ∼ 6q/5, we have graphs with diameter 6 and approximately
5516/66 vertices. This does not improve the values from [8], where a more complicated
scheme of connection gives graphs with asymptotically twice as many vertices.
It is clear also that the construction may be theoretically extended to other quadrangles. We
have to manage with less than q2 + 1 vertices having mutual distances 4. Hopefully the loss
is unlikely to be too important.
5.1. Using the quadrangle of order 2. The Tutte–Coxeter graph has 30 vertices, and it has
a duality. The 15 vertices in each stable component may be labelled by pairs of letters from
{a, b, c, d, e, f }. Two pairs are at distance 2 if they are disjoint. We can thus find five points
with mutual distances 4 in each component (the five pairs containing a fixed letter). Each
stable component is covered twice by six such sets of five points. This gives rise to some
graphs. Their parameters are given in Table 1. Note that only an upper bound is given for the
diameter.
6. USING GENERALIZED HEXAGONS
Recall that they are bipartite graphs with degree q + 1, order 2(q + 1)(q4 + q2 + 1) and
diameter 6, they are constructed when q is a prime power. Moreover, when q is a power of 3,
the known generalized hexagon has a duality.
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TABLE 2.
Some graphs from hexagons.
Order Diameter Degree
q = 3 21112 = 728× 29 10 5 Bipartite
10920 = 728× 15 9 5
21112 = 728× 29 9 6
q = 9 97120660 = 132860× 731 10 11 Bipartite
194108460 = 132860× 1461 10 12 Bipartite
291096260 = 132860× 2191 10 13 Bipartite
388084060 = 132860× 2921 10 14 Bipartite
485071860 = 132860× 3651 10 15 Bipartite
48626760 = 132860× 366 9 11
97120660 = 132860× 731 9 12
145614560 = 132860× 1096 9 13
194108460 = 132860× 1461 9 14
It is known that a stable component contains q3 + 1 vertices at mutual distance 6 (see [5]).
This property is shared by the other component when duality occurs.
It seems that one stable component contains a set of q4 + q2 + 1 vertices with mutual
distances ≥4; (this value is the maximum sensible one, since the neighbourhood of such a
set is the whole other stable component). We checked for q = 2 and 3 by a computer aided
search, but we could not prove it nor find a convenient reference.
6.1. Using points with mutual distances 6. We may then take L = 2, with q = 3 or 9 we
obtain ordinary and bipartite graphs as shown in the Table 2. The values from q = 9 are new
large ones.
With a degree 1 ∼ 9q/8, the asymptotic values are 8819/99 for these graphs of diameter 9
and twice more for bipartite graphs of diameter 10.
If the maximum size of sets of vertices at mutual distance 6 in each stable component is
approximately q3, for values of q that are not powers of 3, other large graphs of diameter 9
and large bipartite graphs of diameter 10 may be constructed in this way.
6.2. Improvement of the construction. When there are sets S0 and S1 containing q3 + 1
vertices at mutual distance 6 in each stable component, every vertex is at a distance at most 3
from S0 and S1, and at a distance at most 2 from S0 ∪ S1. Since we use spheres of radius 2,
with centres at mutual distance 6, their centres keep the original degree. It is thus possible to
use them as an extra set of connections to other copies, and this allows us to slightly increase
the number of copies. To keep diameter 10 and biparticity, it is sufficient to match S0 in one
copy to S1 in the other one. Thus we can take 2t copies more if the degree increasing is t .
To keep diameter 9, it suffices to connect S0 and S1 in one copy to S1 and S0 in the other
copy. This allows us to increase the number k of copies by t provided that (k + t)t is even,
and by t − 1 otherwise. Thus we have the improved Table 3.
6.3. Using points at distance 4 or 6. If the presence of q4 + q2 + 1 points at mutual dis-
tances 4 or 6 is confirmed, we can build graphs with the parameters given in Table 4 (the
graphs with q = 3 do exist).
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TABLE 3.
Improved graphs from hexagons.
Order Diameter Degree
q = 3 22568 = 728× (29+ 2) 10 5 Bipartite
11648 = 728× (15+ 1) 9 5
22568 = 728× (29+ 2) 9 6
q = 9 97386380 = 132860× (731+ 2) 10 11 Bipartite
194639900 = 132860× (1461+ 4) 10 12 Bipartite
291893420 = 132860× (2191+ 6) 10 13 Bipartite
389146940 = 132860× (2921+ 8) 10 14 Bipartite
486400460 = 132860× (3651+ 10) 10 15 Bipartite
97386380 = 132860× (731+ 2) 9 12
145880280 = 132860× (1096+ 2) 9 13
194639900 = 132860× (1461+ 4) 9 14
TABLE 4.
Some possible graphs from hexagons.
Order Diameter Max. degree
q = 3 66976 = 728× 92 11 5 Bipartite
33488 = 728× 46 10 5
66976 = 728× 92 10 6
q = 9 882721840 = 132860× 6644 11 11 Bipartite
441360920 = 132860× 3322 10 11
882721840 = 132860× 6644 10 12
FIGURE 4. Duplication of vertices.
7. VERTEX DUPLICATION IN GENERALIZED HEXAGONS
If we have a graph with girth ≥2L + 1 and several vertices with mutual distances ≥2L + 1,
the spheres of radius L with these vertices as centres are disjoint. Therefore, it is possible to
duplicate the inner parts of these spheres to increase the degree of the vertices on the spheres
by 1 without modification of the diameter. This construction is evoked in [9].
Here we use the bipartition another way; taking m and m′ vertices with mutual distances 6
in the stable components allows us to add (m + m′)(q + 2) + 2t vertices, where t is the
number of pairs of adjacent vertices among the m +m′ ones. Figure 4 shows the cases q = 1,
m = m′ = 2, and t = 0, 2, respectively.
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When the hexagon admits a polarity, m, m′ and t can be as large as q3 + 1, by taking
the absolute points and lines of the polarity. When it admits a duality only, we can choose
m = m′ = q3 + 1 but the best value of t is somewhere between 0 and q3 + 1. This allows us
to improve the value for bipartite graphs with degree 11 and diameter 6 to 148 920 (at least).
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